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Abstrsct 

A new low p system hss been designed to serve the 
detector facility under construction at the @3 
locstion of the Fermilab Superconducting Collider. 
The low p system consists of 18 special cold iron 
qusdrupoles powered as II independent circuits that 
can adjust the p value at the interaction point down 
to 2.5 CD. Low bet. is achieved with . set of 1.4 
T/cm, two shell, high current quadrupoles. Sm.ller 
0.7 T/cm, single shell trim qusdrupoles sre used to 
match the low bet. insertion to the rest of the 
accelerator lattice. Gaps have been left in the 
lattice far electrostatic sepsrrtors to sepsrate the 
proton and antiproton beas everywhere except at the 
desired collision points. 

Introduction 

The addition of . new colliding beru facility at 
the D$ long straight section of the Fermilab Tevatron 
hss produced the need for . low beta insertion st this 
loc.tion. A measure of the efficiency of . colliding 
be.m region for physics is the luminosity at its 
collision point.. The luminosity for her&on 
collisions is given by: 

L = NpN$lf”/4ru2 

where Np, 
proton .nd 

and at the Perai1.b Collider q, .r’c the 
sntiproton bunch intensities, 0 is the 

number of bunches in each beam, fo is the revolution 
frequency (47 kRa) and o is the standard daviation of 
the trsnsverss be.m distributions. The formula 
.ssunes round, equal sized be.ms snd is not corrected 
for the variation of besl sise through the inter.ction 
region. Insofer as D is proportion.1 to the squ.ra 
root of p, the luminosity is inversely proportion.1 to 
P'S the vslue of the vet-tic.1 and horisont.1 p 
functions at the interaction point. A low bet. 
insertion increases the luminosity by reducing 0’ to 
the lowest pr.ctic.1 value. 

Recent sdrancas in NbTi met.llurgy have resulted 
in significant gains in the critical current density 
(1,2) of superconducting cable oper.ting in the 6 T to 
8 7 magnetic field range snd h.ra simplified the 
design of stronger qUdrupoles. The 1.4 T/cm 
quadrupoles utilized in the DP low bet. insertion 
harm approxiaately the s-e aperture but me 40% 
stronger than the mzagneta in use st the Ter.tron &9 
colliding be.. locstion (3,4,5). These higher 
gradient qusdr~poles permit . low bet. insertion 
design for W that ten be progr-ed down to . p* 
value of 25 cm, . fourfold reduction in p* relative to 
the existing &I p’ design value. 

The W low bet. insertion is completely matched 
to the .rcs of the accelerator in betatron and 
momentum-space. In principle, as .an, of these 
insertions csn be added to the accclerstor .a there 
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.re free straight sections and each insertion CM 
independently be sdjusted through . 0’ rrnge of 0.25 . 
to 1.7 I. Ezh added insertion rsises the tune of the 
accelerator approximately a half integer unless 
independent tune correctors are present. The presence 
of low bet. insertions at W snd D@ will r.ise the 
Tevatron tunes to 20.58 and 20.59. 

The currently operating 89 low bet. system 
produces . large horisontsl dispersion w.ve snd is 
scheduled to be replsced with an insertion simi1.r to 
the W design. Should budget or other constraints 
prevent . simultaneous installation at W and Df#, an 
interim geometry which sugwnts the present W 
insertion with 09 low bet. spools will be implemented. 
A lrttice solution for oper.ting the Tevstron in thia 
‘mixed mods’ exista. 
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Figure 1. Blcments of the Low Bets Lattice 

The geometry of the nar lee bet. insertion is 
shown in Figure 1. Each insertion is composed of 18 
independently powered quadrupoles that sre physically 
plrced approximately synstric around the str.ight 
section and h.vs mv.gnetic gradients roughly 
sntirymwtric relstive to the center of the straight 
section. A field free region 15.24 q long, squ.1 to 
the free region at the existing w str.ight section, 
remains for the detector. Two 9 l long regions 
loc.tsd between .lJl and Q2 on both sides of the 
interaction region are reserved for the future 
inst.ll.tion of electrostatic aspsrators. 

Qudrupoler Ql through ‘JS .re separate 1.4 T/cm 
a.gnets; the Q6 qudrupolea .re 1.4 f/c* n ylnets 
physically joined to a ‘spool piece. Spool pieces 
are located wound the ring next to esch scealarrtor 
lattice qudrupole. Dependent on their l.ttice 
location, the, contain field correction magnets, 

Table 1. Y.gnet Lengths, Fields, Currents 

Ysgmt Ye.gnctic Maximum Maximum 
Number Length Gradient Current 

(4 (T/c=) (A) 

ii 336. 137.34 as 1.4013 .6851) 2011 4811 
:: 589. 335.aa as 1.3824 1.4013 4811 4748 

w 137.34 .8217 2821 
ae 60.64 1.4070 4.831 
i7 64.61 .6328 IWJ 

EA.61 .I441 247 
54.81 .5034 867 



cryogenic and quench protection equipment and all 
other required functions not readily implemented in 
the normal lattice magnets. Qmdrupales T7 through T9 
are 0.7 T/cm magnets that replace unused correction 
nngncts in existing ,spools. Most, of (.he I.4 T/cm 
magnets are powered as pairs rilh 5 kA buses that 
cross the straight section. The I&? and Q4 magnets 
have equal currents and are powered on a common 5 kA 
circuit. Each 0.7 T/cm magnet has its own 1.5 kA 
circuit. Additional magnet data are given in Table 1. 

DO LOW BETA INSERTION BETASTAR=.25M 
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Figure 2. Sets and Roriaontal Dispersion for P’=25 cm 

Figure 2. shows the beta functions and horisontal 
dispersion of the lor beta insertion for P p’ value of 
25 ce. The p functions follow the symmetry of the low 
beta quadrupoles and are approximately antisymmetric 
around the center of the insertion. The peaks in the 
p functions (1600 q ), the bore tube and unavoidable 
field errors in the low bets quadrupoles combine to 
set the lower p* lieit for the lattice. The lack of 
symmetry in dipole placement explains the lack of 
symmetry of the horizontal dispersion through the 
straight section. The horisantal dispersion is sero 
at the interaction ooint. The vertical diwersion is 
approximately sero throughout the ring. 

Figure 3. Cross-section of the 2.shell Q~adrupole 

l-shell Quadruwle 

A cross-section of the 1.4 T/cm low beta 
quadtupole is ehorn in Figure 3. The qudrupole is a 
cold iron, 2~shell superconducting magnet with a 
cryostat based on the design of the SSC dipole (0). 

The magnet’s bore tube and coil inner diameters are 
6.858 cm and 7.62 cm respectively. The coils are 
rigidly clamped with alumima collars which in turn 
are clamped by the 17.0 cm inner diameter. 20.7 cm 
outer diameter magnetic yoke. Channels located st 
4-fold symmetric lor field regions of the yoke are 
used to align in aaimuth the collared coil to the yoke 
or contain high current buses and instrumentation 
leads. A zero clearance stainless steel shell 
surrounds the yoke and is longitudinally sea-welded 
to produce c rigid ‘cold mass’. The cold mass is 
surrounded by a 2-phase helium channel, a liquid 
nitrogen temperature shield and a thick-walled Y~CUU~ 
*eSSal. Shorter versions of the SSC style post 
support the cold eass and heat shields within the 
steel YBCUU~ vessel. The outer dimension of the 46.72 
cm square vacuum vessel ras chosen to fit the limited 
clearance present in the SQ detector. 

The isothermal surfaces of the cryostat. are 
separated by vacuum and layers of superinsulation, and 
contain tro LN and two helium tubes. The additional 
cryogenic tubes in the low bets cryostats allows the 
cryogenic end box normally located at the end of a 
magnet string to be placed between magnets 91 and Q2, 
thereby clearing the region of the magnet closest to 
the interaction point for detector components. The 
total estimated heat leak of the low beta insertion is 
52 1. Existing refrigerators (4.6 K - 4.8 K) cool the 
low beta magnets since they are cryogenically coupled 
to the accelerator magnets on either side of the 
straight section. 

The quadrupoles e.re round with 30 strand 
Rutherford type superconducting cable. Each pole 
contains IQ inner and 28 outer turna. The 0.528 mm 
diameter strands contain 612 filaments, 13 microns in 
diameter and a copper to superconducting ratio of 
1.5:l. It is anticipated that the NbTi can reach a 
current density in excess of 3000 A/mm at 4.2 K and 
ST. The magnet load line is show in Figure 4. The 
transfer function for the magnet is 0.291 T/ca/kA. 
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Figure 4. a-shell Quadrupole Magnet load Line 

The expected body quadrupale field has been 
cslcul&ed using the MAOFLD and POISSON computer 
codes. The results of the calculation are shown in 
Table 2. The n-:;sedstff;;b err”=: (m), the 
higher harwnic dlrlded by the 
quadrupole field strength, are evaluated at s point 
2.54 cm off axis in units of 10-4 and n=B represents 
the 12.pole, n=lO the 20-pole, etc. The actual magnet 
field will also depend on construction errors which 
can introduce other normd and skew harmonics, 
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principally a scxtupole component. Capper wedges have 
been added to the inner and outer coils to reduce the 
12.pole and Z&pole of the tra~dimensional field of 
the magnet. These field terms have also been 
minimized rt thr magnet ends with turn spacers and by 
adjusting the relative length of the inner and outer 
coils. Iron saturation is expected to lower the 
quadrupole transfer function by .51X iroa linear at 
I. 4 T/cm. 

Table 2. Calculated Field Errors 

n 6 IO 14 18 22 26 30 

NFE 0.46 -0.15 1.20 ~0.53 0.0014 0.012 -0.OOC7 

The large filament diameter of the l-shell and 
2.shell low beta quadrupoles will degrade the ramp 
rata behavior of these magnets. This is not a problem 
during colliding beam operation ae the ramp rata of 
the infrequent acceleration period can be adjusted to 
the capabilities of these magnets. During fixed 
target operation, all the l-shell and the q6 Z-shell 
magnets are not energized; the low bets magnets 
within the W straight section are replaced with the 
original components used for beam extraction; and the 
Sg lor bets insertion is reprogrammed to approximate a 
“normal beta” straight section. The required field 
range of the l-shell low bets magnets during fixed 
target operation is less than half their maximum 
gradient. 

Figure 5. Cross~section of the l-shell Quadrupols 

l-shell Quadrupale 

The cross-section of the l-shell quadrupolc cold 
mws is shown in Figure 5. This magnet reple.ces 
unused correction magnets in existing spools and 
therefore does not require a ner cryostat design. The 
bore tube and coil inner diameters are identical to 
the 2-shell design. The q e.gnct cold mass has an outer 
diameter of IQ.05 cm, a physical length including end 
connections of 76.2 cm and an effective field length 
of 54.61 cm. The load line for thie magnet is shorn 
in Figure 6. The magnet. transfer function is ,582s 
T/cm per LA. The magnet needs to operate at a pest 
gradient of 0.7 T/cm. 

In order to reduce the operating current and the 
heat load from power leads, this magnet is wound with 
5-in-1 cable. Each pole has 13 turns and each turn 
contains 5 insulated monolithic conductors for an 
eifectire 65 turns p== POlC. The monolithic 

conductors (1.W ma x 1.76 mm without insulation) are 
manufactured from the same material as used in the 
2.shell magnets. The monolithic conductors contain 
612 filaments, each 20 pm in diameter and have a 
copper to superconductor ratio of 1.5:l. 

The calculated field errors (body plus ends) for 
this magnet are listed in Table 3. As in the Z-shell 
quadrupolc, shiaa have been used in the coil and end 
turne to einimire the 1%pole and ‘20.pole tens. 
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Figure 6. l-shell Quadrupole Magnet Load Line 

Table 3. Calculated Field Errors 

n 6 10 14 18 22 28 

WE 0.0 0.0 0.8 -0.14 0.11 -.CO4 

Project Status 

Sample cable has puaed the required n eeh~niesl 
and electrical specifications. Cable in quantity ia 
scheduled to arrive within a l onth. The tooling to 
rind, press, cure and collar the 2%shell qudrupolca 
has been aesemblcd and tested with old superconducting 
cable. The l-shell coils will be round with the inner 
coil 2-shell tooling. Coil sections to rarify coil 
placement, insul*tion suitability, prelovl md 
component toler&zes have been successfully completed. 
A 1 q test magnet has been fabricated .nd is 
undergoing tests in a vertical dcrar to primarily 
confirm field quality, heat load during rsrping and 
quench protection schemes. 
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